
typography



Typography is the art and technique of arranging 

type in order to make language visible



font = typeface



a typeface is actually a family.
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a font is what you use 

(the particular family member of a typeface)

 

Rockwell 37 pt/Regular 
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Rockwell = typeface



= font

Rockwell 37 pt/Regular 

Rockwell 20pt/Italic 

Rockwell 25 pt/Bold

Rockwell 30pt/Bold Italic



anatomy



serif: the small foot at the end of a stroke.



sans serif: a typeface without serifs.



baseline: the imaginary line on which the letters appear to sit.



xxxxx xxxx

x-height: the height of a lowercase x.

ten x’s at the same size (90 points) but from different typefaces



x-height x-height{x-height

baskerville 72 points helvetica 72 points



descender: the portion of a letter that drops below the baseline.



ascender: the portion of a letter that rises above the x-height.



cap height:distance from the baseline to the top of the uppercase letters.



stem: the primary stroke of a letter.



counter: the negative space within a letterform.



ligature: the character formed by the combination of two or more letterforms.









weights: most typefaces include at least two weights, some more, 

                 from extra bold to light.
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widths: some faces include a condensed member of the family and 

                an extended member. 
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measurement



Points & Inches



Points &  Inches

1 point = 1/72 inch

1 inch = 72 points

1 inch = 6 picas (6p0)

1 pica + 2 points = 1p2



W WBaskerville 85 points Baskerville 120 points



Wide
futura 165 points

bembo 165 points

Wide



large type families also consist of fonts of differing width.

grotesque mt std 140 point (condensed)

grotesque mt std 140 point (regular)

grotesque mt std 140 point (extended)





word illustrations




























